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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4. lSU9. 

COMPARISON OF NEW YORK CABLE, ELECTRIC, AND 

HORSE CAR LINES. 

The extensive and excellently managed system of the 
l\Ietl'Opolitan Street Railway Company of this city af
fords opportunity for a valuable comparison of the 
relath'e cost of operation of the systems of traction by 
horse, cable, and electricity. In keeping with the 
broad-minded spirit which has characterized the man
agement of the company's affairs, the annual statistics 
of the cost of operation of its system are regularly pub
lished for the benefit of the public, which is thus put 
in possession of data that cannot fail to be of great 
value in solving the problems of transportation with 
which our great cities are confronted. 

On the thirtieth of June last the company had in 
operation 113'4 miles of horse railway track, 25'3 mile;;; 
of the cable system, and 82' 1 miles operated by the 
underground electric system. The table given below 
is a su IIlmary of the operating expenses per car mile for 
each system, and the figures given possess unusual 
value from the fact that the three systems are all 
operated under one management. and in the same city. 
and the remits obtained, therefore. are not vitiated for 
purposes of comparison (as is so often the case) by dis
similar conditions of location, wages, cost of supplies, 
and T'lethods of operation. 

CABLE ROADS. 
Cents. 

Maintenance of way.... ... . .. .. ...... 4'69 

Maintenance of equipment . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . .. ... 1'13 

Power........... .•• . ..... .......... ..................... 2'39 

Transportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . .  8'43 
General expen.es ................ ..................... ..... . 1'35 

Total per car mile . . . . . . . . . •• • • • • •• . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . .  17'99 

ELECTRIC ROADS. 
Cents. 

Maintenance of way .... " . . .. .. .. . ........... ........... . 0'68 

lIIaintenance of equipment . • • • . . . • . • • • . . . . • • • • • • •• . . . . . . . . . . .  1'17 

Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • . . . . • • • • • • . 1'77 
Transportation. . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . • . • .  . .  . . . • • • •  . . . . . . . . . .  . .... 7'06 

General expenses. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .  c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1'27 

Total per car mile 11'95 

HORSE CAR ROADS. 
Cents . 

lIIaintenance of way.... . . . . . . . . . . .  . ........................ 0'99 
iIIainlenance of equipment . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • . . . 0'42 

Power . . .  . • . . .  . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 6'69 

TranRportation .... . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . • .  . . . .  . . .. , ............ 8'24 
General expenses ................ ........................... 1'62' 

Total per car mile .. , . . . ' . . .  . . •  . . . . . . .  ... . .  • •• . . . . . .  17'96 

'fhe most surprising feature in this comparison is the 
high cost of operation of the cable system. It has long 
been known, of course, that the electric was much the 
cheaper system to operate of the two, but that the 
cable road expenses should actually exceed those of the 
horse car roads is quite unexpected and calls for expla· 
nation. This is to be found in several facts, one of 
which is that the extraordinarily heavy traffic on the 
cable roads, where at times cars are run under a head
way of only ten seconds, led to excessive wear of the 
cables. which was aggra\'ated during the blockade of 
the electric roads in the snow storms of last winter, 
when the cable lines were kept in almost continuous 
operation. During this trying period a new .cable 
would last only a Iitt.le more than a week. and, as a 
matter of fact, the renewals of the cables alone during 
the year amounted to 2'30 cents per car mile. Another 
cause of the high cost of maintenance of way is found 
in the fact that the company. having in view the future 
substitutiou of electric for cable traction, is incurring 
hea\'y expenses in keeping up old equipment. which. 
but for the coming change, would have been replaced 
by new material. On the other hand, the cost of oper
ating the horse car lines has been brought to it;;; present 
relatively low figures partly by the economies resulting 
from the consolidation of these lines under one man· 
agement and partly by the great reduction whieh has 
taken place of late in the cost of feed and general sup
plies. 

The excellent showing made by tbe electric \'oads is 
very gratifying. The low cost of the maintenance of 
w a y is, of course. due somewhat to the fact that the 
tracks and underground construction are new, and 
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have not had time to show much appreciable deterio
ration; although there is in the underground trolley 
no elelllent so �ubject to wear as is the wire cable of 
the older system; indeed. the permanence, the absence 
of wear and tear, in the ulHlel'ground construction is 
an excellent feature of tlie systelll, which goes far to 
offset its hea vy first cost. 

In regard to the cost of power of the electrical roads 
it should be luentioned that it inclutles sOllle items 
which are due to a short CI"OS�tOWll horse railway line 
which so joins several electric lines as to necessitate its 
beillg considered a part of the pleetrie system. If these 
items are excluded, the cost of electl'ic motive power is 
found to be 1'57 ceuts per car llIile ill 1tlll!l. 'Vhen the 
{:olupany's new 70,000 horse powel' [lower-station is in 
full operation, a further reduction of these fi�ures will 
occur. 

The percentage of operating expeu>.es to passenger 
receipts for the three systems was (j!)·tl pel' cent for the 
horse, 50'8 per cent for the cable, and 3 8 3  per cent for 
the electric roads. In estilllatin� their relative effi· 
ciency, however, it must be borne ,in miud that 
there is one important elelllent left out of the above 
comparison which renders the superiority of thp elpc
tric system even 1II0re striking-we refer to the comfort 
and dispatch with which the enorillous passenger 
traffic on the plectric lines is malw.g"ed. The long. 
eight-wheel cars which are 111 almost exclush'e use on 
the trolley roads are not only lIlore comm0t1ious and 
smoother in their runlling than the cable cars. but 
they are run at a much gl'eater speed. 

There is one serious dra w lJack to travel on the elec
tric roads which cannot. howevpr, be charged either 
to the system or the lllallagement-theEe roads are 
greatly over·crowded. The only possible remedy for 
this lies in the pro\'ision of other lines of tra\'el, which 
will relieve the surface roads of the long·distance pas· 
sengers and leave thelll to take care of the short·travel 
traffic. Such a provision can only be made by the 
construction of the rapid-transit tunnel road; and we 
are glad to note that the Mf'tropolitan Street Rail
way Company is in fa\'or of the construction of the 
tunnel as being the only and ob\'ious solution of the 
present over-crowded condition of the surface roads. 

• e·. 

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY IN THE ARMY AND 

NAVY. 

Among the many experts who were present upon the 
"Grande Duchesse" during the yacht races to watch 
the operation of the Marconi system of wireless tele· 
graphy (described and illustrated in our last issue) were 
representatives of the United States army and na\'y, 
and preparations are now being made for giving the 
system a practical test by both arms of the service. 
We understand that the signal corps of the army is 
about to carry out a series of experiments in Washing
ton in connection with the new automobiles which were 
recently built for the War Department. The experi· 
ments are to be made in the country around Fort Myer. 
An automobile wagon equippf'd with a set of Marconi 
sending and receiving apparatus will be dispatched 
several miles from the fort, and when it reaches its des· 
tination it will send a balloon into the air which will 
carry a vertical wire to the proper height correspond
ing with the distance over which the messages are to 
be sent. Anotber set of apparatus with a vertical wire 
will be installed on an autoIllobile, which will be sta
tioned at the fort. 

The naval experiments are to be carried out between 
the battleship "Massachusetts" alld the armored 
cruiser ,. New York," both of which will be fitted with 
a vertical wire reaching from the masthpad to a suita
ble operating room below. the installation being ex
actly similar to that described in our last issue. It is 
proposed to make these experimeuts very exhaustive, 
and an attempt will be made to duplicate and even px
ceed the performance of MI'. Marconi, who recently 
communicated between British warships engaged in 
the late autumn maneuvers which were at the time 
eighty miles distant from one another. 

•• 1 •• 

AERIAL NAVIGATION. 

We regret to see that aerial navigation has recently 
claimed another victim. whose death was due to causes 
precisely similar to t.hose whieh brought to an un
timely end the experiments of the late Herr Lilienthal. 
Lieutenant Pilcher of the Royal Navy, the latest vic 
tim, had been for many years an earnest student of the 
subject of aerial navigation. His line of investigation 
was similar to that of Lilienthal and was directed to 
the development of the soaring machine. The aero
plane to which the accident occurred consisted of a 
light framework of balll boo and steel wire which car
ried about 170 square feet of sail. It was prodded 
with the usual rudder fOI' maintaining pquilibriulll 
and steering. A machine of this kind is i lltended to 
be started from a slight elevation. and with proper 
manipulation of the rudder and adjustment of the 
weight it is possible to soar for a considera ble distance. 
The peril of these soaring machines lies in ti1Pir liabili
ty, if the weight of the body be not properly swung 
or the rudder properly controlled, t o  t,ake a sudden 
dive earth ward. It was a mishap of this kind that 
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killed Lilienthal. and the death of Lieutenant Pilcher 
was also due to his losing control of the vertical move
llIeut. These accit1ents emphasize the fact that the 
art of balancing-on widely extended areas of sail, while 
it is performed automatically by a bird, can only be 
acquired by man as the result of much practice, and 
control even under normal conditions can only be 
maintaiued by the strictest watchfulness. It can 
readily be understood that a peril which is ever pres
ent in quiet air becomes imminent should the aeroplane 
be stl"Uck by a sudden and unsteady gust of wind. It 
must be con fessed that the late tragedy seems to prove 
that the em of safe artificial flight is yet a long way 
off. 

. , ... 

STABILITY OF THE "NEW ORLEANS" AND THE 

" ALBANY." 

In our issue of July 1, we commented at some length 
upon the sensational rumors regarding the instability 
of the " New Orleans," which, emanating from the 
'Vashington press, were taken up and elaborated by 
the press of Philadelphia and other shipbuilding cen
ters. As we pointed out at the time, inquiry at the 
Brooklyn navy yard, where the inclining experiments 
on the' , New Orleans" were made, showed that these 
statements were based upon a misconception or a mis
url(1prstaTidin� of the report of the inclining tf'sts. 

In thp determination of her stability in light condi
tion, the vessel was considered stripped of all con
SUllla LJle weights and was placed in the most un
favorable condition possible. She was entirely emptied 
of coal, water, and stores, the coal representing a light
ening of 800 tons and the water of 220 tons. Not only 
were the boilers and ta.nks emptied of water, but all 
water was removed from the double bottom. The am
munition, representing 120 tons, was also removed, and 
neither the crew nor their supplies were on board. 
Indeed, the ship was put into a condition which, if she 
were upon the high seas, would constitute hel' a dere
lict. 

When this process of stripping was completed, a cer
tain number of cast-iron blocks of known weight were 
shifted across the deck, and from the angles of inclina
tion of the ship so obtained the metacentric height, or 
stability, was calculated. The results showed that 
when the " New Orleans" is absolutely empty, she has 
a negative metacentril� height of 0'48 foot. or about 5;!4' 
inches; which means in lay phraseology that she 
would not., in this condition, float upon an even keel,· 
but would take a slight list, until by immel'sing a fuller 
waterline, she found sufficient bearings. Now there is 
in this nothing unusual. It occurs whenevel' an ocean 
·liner is absolutely empty, and provision is made in all 
merchant steamers, as in the" :New Orleans," for cor
recting the list by introLlucing water ballast into the 
double bottom of the vessel. The inclining experi
ments showed that when the" New Orleans" is fuily 
equipped for sea, with all coal, ammunition, and stores 
011 board, she has a positive metacentric height of 1 '7 
feet. Advantage was taken of the recent visit of the 
'. New Orleans" to dry dock, preparatory to her voy
age to the Philippines, to subject her again to a series 
of inclining tests, which showed practically the same 
results as those of last June. 

In the report which wa� made to the Bureau of Con
struction and Repair, at Washington, it was suggested 
that whenever the ship at sea was approaching the 
light condition, because of depletion of her bunkers, 
amlllunition, or stores, it would be advisable to intro
ducp a certain amount of water into her bottom tanks . 
'fhere is nothiug new in this suggestion; it has been 
Illade befol'e with regard to other ships of our navy, 
and as a matter of fact the" Philadelphia," which has 
considerably less metacentric height than the" New 
Orleans," has to keep water in her double bottom all 
the time to gh'e her the desired stability. 

Unfortunately. in transmitting the report of these 
tests of the " New Orleans" to the Secretary of the 
Navy, the bureau at Washington made the following 
comment: "This at -once marks her as a dangerous 
1,essel. requiring great care, when in service, on the 
part of the commanding officer." It is a Inatter of 
great regret, both upon the part of the officers who 
ha\'e comllianded this fine vessel at sea and the officers 
of the construction corps, that such an unfortunate 
misconstruction should ha ve been put upon the results 
of the inclining experiments. 'fhese gentlemen do not 
consitler the" New Orleans)) to be "dangerous;" ridi
cule the suggestion that she is untrustworthy; and 
they regret that any such impression should have been 
gathered from what. was an ordinary routine inclining 
test, such as is carried out upon every new vessel of 
the United States navy. 

III this connf'ction it may be mentioned that tests of 
t.he "Albany," sister ship to the" New Orleans," which 
have been made at the Armstrong works, where the 
,. Albany" is completing, show that in the empty con
dition she has a positive metacentric height of 1'22 feet 
and a metacentric height when fully loaded of 2 '69 feet. 
The difference in the results as found in the two ves
sels may be accounted for by the fact t.hat the" Alba
ny" was short of her full weight by an estimated 
amount of 32 1 tons, and that other estimated weights 
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had to be taken out; a slight error in these calculated 
wpig'hts, or the presence of bilge water in either ship, 
might affect the results sufficiently to account for the 
di fference. 

In any case, it is reassuring to know that in respect 
of her seaworthiness the " New Orleans" is indorspd 
both by naval constructors and by the line officers 
who have sailed her in every kind of weather. The 
captain of a ship is always particularly alive to any
thing in the motions of his vesspl in a seaway that be
tokens a lack of stability. He has a quickness of per
ception, born of long experience, which would detect 
thIs unpardonable fault at the first indication of its 
existence: yet we are assured by those who have had 
charge of her that even in the light condition she has 
shown ample evidence of stability. 

e·.,. 

DOUBLE-DECK TURRETS. 

We understand that at the last meeting of the Naval 
Board of Construction it was decided, after exhaustive 
discussion, to adopt the double· deck turret, as installed 
on the ., Kentucky " and the "Kearsarge," for the 
three new 13,500·ton battleships whose construction 
was authorized by the last Congress. There is no 
feature of our battleships which has been the subject 
of more heated discussion among naval experts than 
this form of turr.et. Both in the Bureau of Construc
tion and among the line officers are to be found those 
who ardently advocate and others who are bitterly op
posed to the Bystem. 

As we expect to discuss this matter more fully in a 
subsequent issue, we will merely state just now the 
leading arguments for and against this type. lt is 
argued in its favor that it enables an equal energy of 
all-round fire to be obtained from a smaller n umber of 
guns; that it affords an unusually complete protection 
for the ammunition hoists and turning gear of the 
8-inch guns; and that it provides the same energy of 
gun-fire and protection for considerably less weight. 
On the other hand, it is contended that the placing of 
four heavy guns in a single structure is bad policy, on 
the ground that it is placing .. many eggs in one 
basket," a single lucky shot being liable to put the 
whole four guns out of action. I t  is also urged that 
the 8-inch and 12-inch guns would be at all times 
trained upon one and the same part of the vessel, 
whereas it might be desirable to use the heavier guns 
for the attack of one part of the ship and the 8 inch 
guns for the destruction of parts less heavily armored. 

We think that the board would have done better 
before arriving at a final conclusion of this most im
portant subject if it had awaited the report on the 
trials of the double-deck turrets of the "Kearsarge ," 
which are shortly to be carried out. Only the actual 
firing tests, carried out under all conditions of weather, 
can detect whether there are faults hitherto unsus
pected in the double·deck system. 

. .  ' .  

INTRODUCING MARINE ANIMALS INTO GREAT 

SALT LAKE.* 
BY H. F. HOORE. 

The possibility of introducing into Great Salt Lake 
fishes and other animals of economic value which 
normally have their habitats in the salt and brackish 
waters of the sea and its estuaries has been called to 
the attention of the United States Fish Commission 
at frequent intervals, but until 1898 the opportunity 
to make the inquiry did not present itself. 

lt was recognized that the area which would possess 
the requisite physical characteristics could not be very 
extensive, and that there was little hope of introducing 
marine fishes, for Great Salt Lake holds salt water of a 
density which could not be endured by ordinary 
marine organisms. Where fresh water flows in there 
is formed a narrow zone of a density approaching 
that of the sea, lying between the fresh water on the 
one hand and the salt on the other. This zone occurs 
only near the mouths of streams, and its limits are 
so circumscribed as to allow but small latitude for the 
wandering of marine organisms possessing active 
powers of locomotion, and they would be restricted in 
one of their most important fUlJctions, and b e  ill con
stant danger of wanderiug into the surrounding water, 
where the conditions would be fatal. 

The oyster, on the other hand, is a sessile organism 
and, if its immediate surroundings be favorable, a r,'
stricted area does not prohibit oyster culture of a cer
tain character, except insomuch as it restricts the 
number of oysters which it is possible to raise. Oystel's 
will live in water of a density or specific gravity be
tween 1'002 and about 1-0024, but near the limits men
tioned they are inferior in quality and of but little 
value as food. In water Of low density they become 
poor, flabby, and tasteless, while near the upper limits 
of their adaptability they become sma'l and almost 
worthless, as may be seen in the mangrove oysters in 
certain parts of the South and in some of the West 
Indies. To raise oysters of the best quality it is neces
sary to have the water of such salinity as will give a 

* Condenoed from a Report to the United States Fish Commission, en

tltled : .. An Inqniry int" the Feasibility of Introducing Useful Marine 

Animals into tbe Waters of the Great Salt Lake." Report tor 1899, pp. 229 
to l!6O, with map, 
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specific gravity of between 1-010 and 1-020_ Prelimi
nary experiments had shown that diatoms, which con
stitute the chief food of the oyster, would grow in Salt 
Lake water when it was reduced in density within the 
limits in which the oyster would thrive, and it was 
believed that they would be actually found in the 
lake under the same density conditions. This as
sumption was afterward verified by the investigation. 

The inquiry embraced the question of the feasibility 
of introducing not only the oyster, but also crabs and 
fishes. 

From its configuration, _ and from the information 
which it was possible to acquire by correspondence, 
Bear River Bay WIiS selected as the first and princi
pal point for investigation, although, after the unfa
vorable result of the examination there, inquiry was 
directed to all other places which offered any prom
ise of success. 

The proportional constitution of the saline contents 
of the waters of Great Salt Lake is not vastly different 
from that of salt water. Great Salt Lake is salt, and 
not alkaline. The physiological effect of its waters 
probably would not seriously differ from that of sea
water were it not for its high density, but to attempt 

_ to introduce marine animals into water having a spe
cific gravity of 1 '168, when they have become adapted 
by nature to a density of but 1-025, would be an utter 
waste of effort. 

During the writer's visit to Great Salt Lake, he sev
eral times heard the opinion expressed that the extrac
tion of salts from the lake through the several agencies 
acting in that direction would, in time, result in a re· 
duction of its density to a degree which would solve 
the problem of the introduction of marine forms. 
Seeing the great quantities of salt at the salt ponds, 
and not appreciating the vast stores of the lakp, the 
mistake lS not unnatural. About 50,000 tons of salts 
are annually taken from the lake for commercial pur
poses, but less than 84 per cent, or about 4 2,000 tons, of 
this is sodium chloride. Basing the calculation upon 
Gilbert's estimated accumulation period of twenty-five 
thousand years, the annual influx of salt from the 
tributaries is about 16,000 tons, making the net loss 
abont 26,000 tons. The lake at present holds about 
400, 000.000 tons of common salt with a water density 
of 1'168. A greater density than about 1 '020 is not 
favorable to the oyster, and to reduce the lake to that 
degree of salinity, its volume remaining unaltered, 
would necessitate the extraction of about 360,000,000 
tons of sodium chloride, and at the present rate of 
loss this would require a period of nearly fourteen 
thousand years. It is not considered that the pros
pect is such as to require very serious attention at 
present and the niceties of computation have been 
neglected. 

lt is evident that as Great Salt Lake rises during an 
annual or a non-periodical elevation, t he general den
sity of the lake water must decrease, for the increased 
volume is due to the addition of fresh water, and the 
total quantity of salt in the lake remains practically 
the same. During a period of subsidence the contrary 
is true. 

Even should there be found a limited area where the 
density conditions were such as could be endured by 
the adult oyster, it would, nevertheless, be impossi
ble to establish self-sustaining beds-that is, beds an
n ually replenished by young oysters produced thereon. 
The young oyster is, for the first few days of its inde
pendent existence, a delicate free-swimming organism, 
extremely sensitive to sudden changes in its environ
ment. A density variation of but a few degrees is suffi
cient to kill it, and the eKgs are not even capable of 
efficient fertilization in water differing very much in 
salinity from that in which the parents lived. It can 
be readily seen that with an organism so fatally re
sponsive to changes of environment there could be 
practically no hope of securing a successful set of 
young oysters, and the bed could only be maintained 
by annual importations froIll the seacoast. 

The objections to the planting of fish, oysters, etc., 
in Great Salt Lake are based on physical rather than 
biological conditions. There is an abundant food sup
ply, the water teeming with brine shrimps and insect 
larVal. The available fish food exceeds in quantity 
that usually found in the sea, its abundance being 
largely due, no doubt, to the fact that there are no fish 
to consume it. The lake is also exceedingly rich in 
minute plants, especially diatoms, which constitute 
the chief food of the oyster, but from a practical point 
of view this fact has no value when we are confronted 
by the absolutely prohibitive physical conditions which 
the present examination disclosed. 

There is much greater probability of attaining valu
able results by introducing cat-fish into the fresh 
sloughs near the mouths of the rivers than by at
tempting the introduction of marine species into the 
lake. 

.. t ••• 

DEATH OF PROF. EDWARD ORTON. 

We regret to note the death of Prof. Edward Orton, 
who died at his home on October 16. Prof. Orton 
was one of the foremost of American geologists. It 
will be remembered that he was President of the Ameri-
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can Association for the Advancement of Science for 
the current year, the meeting being held at Columbus, 
Ohio, last August. We gave an extended biography 
and portrait of Prof. Edward Orton i n  the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN for August 19, 1899. 
••••• 

N EW YORK'S COAST DEFENSES. 

The annual report of Geueral Wilson, Chief of En
gineers, which has just been issued, deals exhaustively 
with the plans for coast defense around New York. 
The large appropriations of recent years have per
mitted rapid progrpss. Some of the batteries are to 
be lighted by electricity, and a plant for this purpose 
has been established. The mines planted during the 
war with Spain have been taken up, cleaned and 
stored. The report states that the experience of last 
year makes it essential that the engineer corps should 
have authority to prevent trpspass on mine fields 
in New York Harbor, by shipping. At the southern 
en trance to New Yor k Harbor emplacements are almost 
completpd for the accommodation of sixteen 12-inch 
mortars, two 12 inch breech-loading rifles on lifts, 
thirteen 10-inch and five 8·inch guns on disappearing 
carriages, besides minor artillery. The coast defense 
of the United States at present- consists of the follow
ing: Of guns mounted, there are twenty-seven 12-inch, 
eighty-three lO-inch, fifty-nine 8-inch, forty-six rapid
fire guns and one h undred and seventy-six 12-inch 
mortars. Ready for armament., there are thirty-nine 
lll-inch, twenty-seven 10-inch, twenty-five 8-inch, one 
hundred and fifteen rapid-fire and sixty 12-inch mor
tars. Under construction there are nineteen 12-inch 
guns, eight 10-inch guns, ten 8-inell guns, one hun
dred and twenty-two rapid-fire guns and one hundred 
and eight 12-inch mortars. In addition to this there are 
twenty-five rapid-fire guns which are not yet begun. 
This will make, when all are completed and mounted, 
eighty-five 12-inch guns, one hundred and eighteen 
10-inch, ninety-four 8-inch, three hundred and eight 
rapid-fire guns, three hundred and forty-four 12-inch 
mortars. It is assumed that $4,800,000 will be re
quired for the defense at Porto Rico. 

.. Ie •• 

A SEED-TESTING PLANT. 

The Agricultural Department i s  putting the finish
ing touches on a plant whereby it will be able to more 
thoroughly protect itself, farmers, and seedsmen gen
erally against dishonest or careless persons who impose 
on their customers by selling bad seeds. A seed-test
ing house is being erected, comprising a store allo 
packing house 30 X 20 feet and a hothouse 80 X 18 feet, 
in which germination tests will be made. For years 
these tests have been made by the botanists in various 
parts of the department'� main building; but the 
work has so grown in importance and magnitude that 
a special building has become necessary. According 
to Botanist F. V. Colville, II From tests in the past it is 
evident that there is great carelessness in planting and 
harvesting seeds, and also, undoubtedly, much sharp 
practice is indulged in by dealers, who mix seeds of very 
inferior grade or of an entirely different variety with 
good seeds and sell the stuff as the best quality of 
seeds." For example: II A lot of meadow foxtail seed 
from Germany was only 27'5 per cent pure; it cost 35 
cents a pound and was adulterated with seed worth 
only 10 cents. Of seeds purchased in the open market, 
the tests showed orchard grass 53 per cent bad; red
top clover, 73 per cent; a lot of crimson clover, 98 per 
cent bad; and some Hungarian brome grass that failed 
to germinate at all." It is to defend our agriculturists 
against such frauds as this, especially, that the new 
system is being established. 

. ' . .  

RECENT APPLICATIONS OF ELECT RO·METALLURGY. 

In a paper on this subject, read before the British 
Association by Mr. Cowper-Coles, says The Journal 
of the Society of Arts, an electrolytic process for the 
manufacture of reflectors was described, suitable for 
making parabolic reflectors for search-lights. The pro
cess consists in using a glass convex mould, on which 
is chemically deposited a coating of metallic silver. 
The mould thus preparpd is immersed in an electrolytll 
of copper sulphate, the mould being rotated in a hori
zontal position, the number of revolutions being about. 
15 per minute. The copper adheres firmly to the silver, 
and together they form the reflector, which is sub
sequently separated from the glass mould by placing 
the whole in cold or lukewarm water, and then gradu·· 
ally raising the temperature of the water to 1200 Fahr., 
when the metal reflector will leave the glass mould, 
duc to the unequal expansion of the two. The con
cave surface of the reflector obtained is an exact repro
duction of t.he surface of the mould; it has the same 
brilliant p.Jish, and requires no further treatment t.o 
answer all the purposes of a reflector, with the excep
tion that it mnst be coated with a film of some suitable 
metal to prevent its tarnishing. Palladium is found to 
answer this purpose best, as a bright coating can b e  
deposited rapidly t o  any desired thickness. Palladium 
resists tarnishing and the heat of the arc to a wonderful 
degree. 
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